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We often get caught up in predicting what will happen, but its easier to say what wont. Janet was
infatuated with Robert Palmer at the time, and you just knew she wanted a little action from him.

Unfortunately for her, he was married. Let There Be Love was Janet s biggest hit so far, and one of its
most memorable moments was when Janet s expressive vocals reached new heights for her. She

began to show her vocal prowess by adding subtle r’s in her singing, which was revolutionary for a
female lead. I dont know about you, but I love when a female vocalist can sound as powerful as a
male vocalist. Love Is Like an Ocean was a simple, chirpy tune that was an ode to all her babies. If

you have to think of one word to describe the music of this album, that word would be uplifting. This
album, as well as Control, was Janet s attempt to tell the world that she was ready to start acting like
a grown up woman. Janet succeeded in doing just that. Control took Janet into the unknown territory

of romantic music, with a romantic film treatment. Here, she was trying to compete with other
female vocalists who were doing their own solo efforts. Janet s vocals sounded heavenly in this

album. This was the first time she shed her innocence and looked for a deeper connection. I love that
sentiment in many of her songs. I love when a woman looks for that more direct connection with

another human being. If was the song that encapsulated Janet s first time acting like a real woman
on this album. Her first brush with fame was on the silver screen, so its fitting she did this song first.

You have to give Janet credit for not screwing up this song. She nailed it at the time.
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